
clawFR®

MANAGEMENT HOMERUNWIRE
5 ,10 , and Dual Tilt

Large Capacity Wire Management
This innovative tool-less wire management 
solution allows installers to efficiently and 
securely position homerun wires within the array 
footprint without having to re-invent the wheel on 
each project or settle for off-the-shelf accessories 
that need to be customized to each job. The 
double sided large capacity Clips snap onto clawFR 
Module Connectors and secure wires above the 
roof deck while still clearing the low end of the 
modules and Wind Deflectors. The dual channel 
design and elevated position above the roof allow 
for less DC loss than other raceways. The cover 
protects the wires from UV damage between rows 
or when exiting arrays on northern or southern 
array edges.

HOMERUN  
COVER 

UV resistant snap-on 
cover protects wires in 
exposed areas.

HOMERUN CLIP

Clips accommodate up 
to (24) #10 wires or 
(16) #8 wires.

HOMERUN COVER

HOMERUN CLIP
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ClawFR Wire Management Suite

PanelClaw’s wire management suite simplifies the electrical 
installation for the entire clawFR platform. The accessories 
either snap on without hardware or quickly bolt to pre-
punched mounting holes, offering a turn key solution that is 
fast to install and easy to standardize across all clawFR projects. 
Our Wire Clip installs tool-free, streamlining wire management 
underneath the modules. Wire Routers conveniently bolt to 
the clawFR Base and are used to protect string wiring from the 
elements when not shaded by the module. The MLPE bracket 
allows installers to position a variety of different electrical 
accessories at the ideal location for commissioning and O&M.

clawFR®

MANAGEMENT SUITEWIRE
5 ,10 , and Dual Tilt

WIRE CLIP 

The Clip snaps on to the 
clawFR Rail underneath the 
module and allows for up to 8 
wires.

WIRE ROUTER 

The Router bolts to the clawFR 
Base allowing installers to 
protect up to 4 string jumpers 
from the elements.

MLPE MOUNTING
BRACKET 

The MLPE Mounting Bracket 
secures these devices directly 
to the racking at the ideal 
location.

WIRE ROUTER

WIRE CLIP
MLPE MOUNTING

BRACKET


